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Abstract: Urban areas provide the seedbed conditions for a variety of agglomeration advantages,
including incubator conditions for the ICT sector. This study aims to present the foundations
for a data-driven digital architecture based on the notion of open access platform organisations
(e.g., platform cities). The principles of coordinated multi-actor data handling and exchange mech-
anisms centre in particular on privacy and confidentiality regulations. These are highlighted and
tested on the basis of the data exchange architecture in a particular Industry 4.0 sector, viz., the
medical–pharmaceutical sector. To cope with these issues, self-sovereign data trust systems are
designed and tested using an OpenDSU data environment. Several building blocks of this architec-
ture are presented and assessed. The conclusion of this study is that OpenDSU technology offers
promising departures for handling privacy-sensitive and confidential data exchange in open platform
organisations, such as smart cities.

Keywords: digital service platforms; self-sovereignty; digital trust ecosystems; blockchains;
decentralised brands; verifiable credentials; PharmaLedger; data-sharing unit (DSU); OpenDSU;
decentralised identifiers

1. Intelligent Data-Driven Cities: Towards Platform Cities

“Digital tools and solutions are transforming public services and how governments
respond to citizens’ needs. Many cities have been actively engaging in modernisation and
re-engineering of government processes and services and have seen high returns through
simplified governance and increased efficiency, effectiveness and outreach. However,
cities face many challenges in the processes of digital transformation including re-thinking
governance, allocating or re-skilling and adopting new technologies, as well as legislative
and policy issues.” [1].

The compact land use in modern cities [2] is not only characterised by a geographically
concentrated, high-density pattern of people and businesses in the urban built environment,
but also by a spatial concentration of high-quality incubator conditions for new services,
especially in our contemporaneous ICT age. Consequently, urban agglomerations and
urbanised areas tend to become not only big data engines, but also advanced digital services
machines and data factories.

In our digital society, the abundant presence of data has induced fundamental changes
in our daily modus operandi. The contemporary information economy has heralded a new
epoch in human history, in which—after large-scale industrialisation and global service
delivery—data handling has become a critical component of socioeconomic progress. Data
are sometimes even seen as “modern gold”, which is decisive for the welfare of nations,
regions and cities [3]. Notwithstanding the potential functional economic value of data, it
ought to be recognised that data—just like gold—only create their value if they are used as
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an intelligent resource in the complex multi-actor fabric of national, regional and urban
economies [4,5].

A prerequisite for value generation from data is access to the user. Despite the current
ubiquity of data, there is not yet a user-oriented platform for sharing data. Many data have
an exclusive business function and do not lend themselves to broader societal use; other
data are privacy-sensitive and are, by law, subjected to various strict use regulations [6].
Since data are not equally accessible in all countries, regions or cities and since the ability
to handle complex data differs between people and also between geographical areas, data
tend to create new equity issues, spatially and socially.

In order to grasp the emergence of platform cities, we need to understand the intricate
tapestry of challenges and bottlenecks that traditional cities have encountered, such as
the overwhelming pace of urbanisation, constraints imposed by limited resources and the
pressing need for sustainable development. This introspective exploration sets the stage
for the transformative emergence of platform cities, which arise as a profound response to
these challenges. A first illustration of digital platforms across cities presents the impact
that the development and spreading of these have at the urban level [7]. With a deep
understanding of the human nature of urban societies, these cities leverage the power of
technology and data-driven approaches to unravel the intricacies of urban complexities,
paving the way for a harmonious and balanced urban existence.

In the past decades, we have witnessed the rapid rise of an unprecedented volume of
digital services (e.g., in the educational sector, the logistics and distributional sector, the
medical sector, the retailing sector, the transport and automobile sector, etc.). The supply
of advanced digital services in the public sector came somewhat later but is now rapidly
evolving (e.g., public procurement, urban healthcare services, security management, transit
information, land use data, educational support, cultural provisions, etc.). The open access
to public services data is, however, still fraught with many practical and legal issues.
Despite the “digital revolution”, the value creation in our data-driven economy is by
no means optimal or satisfactory. Nevertheless, the current digital age has undoubtedly
exerted a significant impact on the delivery and quality of public services.

In a recent study by ESPON [1], some numerical estimates are provided of the im-
provement in services and the increase in uptake in various European cities following the
implementation of digital solutions: 91% of city services improved, and 30% of European
cities saw a substantial reduction in operating costs after implementing digital technology
(see Figure 1).
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Clearly, there is an enormous variety in the provision of digital public services, ranging
from spatial planning to welfare services. In the above ESPON study, a systematic list
of important urban digital application fields in various European countries is presented,
notably: “e-inclusion of citizens in local governance, spatial planning and construction,
social and welfare services, education, urban public transport, road infrastructure and
parking, healthcare, culture, leisure and sports, and tourism” [1]. The distribution of such
services over different policy domains and different territories appears to be rather skew;
however, there is certainly scope for improvement. The ESPON report ends with the
recommendation to use cities as testbeds for new digital applications by opening up urban
digital infrastructure so that public data could be more easily shared by various agents in the
city, leading to an efficiency rise in the development and use of public service information.

Against the background of the above observations, we regard digital cities as spa-
tial, open source data platforms characterised by multi-agent systems that are driven by
distributed artificial intelligence [8]. Thus, digital cities house a range of smart activities.
These epitomise a holistic vision of urban environments that transcend more efficiency and
resilience. They cultivate an all-encompassing environment that encourages their diverse
communities’ active participation and engagement. Among the earliest iterations and
proposals for platform cities [9–11], innovative ideas were set forth to reimagine urban
environments. These early concepts laid the foundation for the transformational paradigm
of smart and digital cities, exploring the potential of integrating advanced technologies and
open data platforms.

The present paper seeks to present core principles of distributed data intelligence
in such digital core areas (e.g., in platform cities) and to design the architecture of data-
driven self-sovereignty in multi-agent shared platforms (including blockchain systems),
while an empirical illustration of the potential of platform organisations will be presented
for the healthcare sector to prove the possibility of simultaneous coexistence of data self-
sovereignty and platform organisations.

This paper is organised as follows. After this introductory section, in Section 2, we will
sketch the scene of digital technology applications in platform cities from the perspective of
data sovereignty. The future development of platforms should consider the advancement
of digitalisation hand in hand with the sovereignty of data. Section 3 will then zoom in
on the concept of “digital trust ecosystems”, followed by an exposition in Section 4 of
the potential of self-sovereign data platforms in the healthcare sector. Next, Section 5 will
provide an illustration of the design of a shared platform for digital trust ecosystems in
healthcare, while Section 6 will conclude the paper.

2. Data Sovereignty in Digital Technology Services
2.1. Digital Technology and Self-Sovereignty

The unprecedented rise in modern technology—facilitated by the spearhead technol-
ogy of ICT—has prompted the notion of a new—fourth—Industrial Revolution, sometimes
coined Industry 4.0 [12]. Industry 4.0 is essentially a connected set of advanced technologies
which, through integrated digitalisation, has led to an unprecedented increase in efficiency
in all (public and private) sectors (see also [13,14]).

Digital technology is like an umbrella that covers computers, the internet, smartphones,
and much more [15]. When we talk about digital technology, we may refer to artificial
intelligence (AI), 5G, the Internet of Things (IoT), blockchains, digital twins, etc. With
the help of digital technology, people’s lives have improved substantially, starting from
social connectivity, remote (online) working, entertainment, news gathering and so on.
It is being scaled and distributed more and more, compared to previous periods. The
adoption of digitalisation by the mass is increasing [16] and people are beginning to better
understand digital technology, its scope and its essence. As individuals understand how
the digital technology world operates—characterised by anonymity and uncontrolled
power—they feel the need for autonomy, independence, security and the power to do what
they really want without interference. Their needs could be assimilated into sovereignty
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and self-organisation, but given the environment of interactive digital systems, we may
call it digital sovereignty.

The generic term “sovereignty” [17]—understood as the power of an entity to govern
itself—is often associated with state sovereignty and has, over time, undergone various
reinterpretations. In the opinion of most people, the state should provide the proper
environment for all their needs; a better mindset would exist if things were seen in their
essence. Digital sovereignty should, therefore, be understood and implemented by each
individual and then by individuals or agents be divided or shared between all actors
involved (from state to cities, communities, companies, etc.).

The state has the competence to protect the borders of the digital world in its territory.
Therefore, in this sense, the state addresses the issue of sovereignty in relation to other
states. However, referring to digital sovereignty, the main objectives of the state are related
to autonomy and security. Data localisation was the first governmental attempt to restrict
access to specific types of data by limiting the storage and management of data to a
defined space and perhaps to restrict the benefits for the regional suppliers of internet
services [18,19]. The fragmented localisation of data was proposed in various states, from
Europe to Brazil and India [20,21].

On the other hand, we have learnt in the meantime that the current COVID-19 pan-
demic is the main engine that has laid the basis for many digitalisation initiatives of cities,
public administrations and local organisations [22]. The activities and operations of govern-
ment institutions, businesses and legal entities can be seen as the functional responsibility
of cities as administrative actors. The public and local administrations are asked to change
their modus operandi and to change their software, programmes and technologies to ensure
the transparency, decentralisation and security of necessary data. Digital sovereignty at the
corporate level can be seen in relation to the digital environment from abroad. The purpose
of sovereignty is, in this case, to create strong, spearhead industries so that they do not
depend on the digital services of superpowers such as China, America, etc. Clearly, the
geography of digital technology deserves due attention.

The ultimate beneficiaries of digital sovereignty are citizens. “Increasing digital literacy
means raising users’ strict awareness regarding digital technology and how their own data
is used, and not just knowing how to use specific digital gadgets” [23]. The more citizens
understand the phenomenon of digitisation and technology, the more they may want their
rights to prevail. In this case, sovereignty or self-sovereignty can be equated with freedom,
privacy, confidentiality and the right to decide freely and willingly. Therefore, citizens can
be assimilated with self-sovereign identities (SSI) because they want as much autonomy as
possible, which means that they can make decisions themselves from as many points of
view as possible.

“Self-sovereign identity” (SSI) is an advanced identity management framework that
ensures the security and maintenance of trustworthy identity records [24]. Decentralised
systems are used for storing the identity records, granting users the ability to control their
personal identity information [25]. Self-sovereign identity (SSI) solutions aim to grant
users total control over their personal identity information (PII) by enabling them to store,
manage and share their identity information on their own terms. In an SSI system, users
give their explicit consent for the use of their PII, and can choose which parts of their
identity information to share, with whom and for what purposes. This grants users greater
privacy, control and autonomy over their identity, as well as protection against identity
theft and data breaches, offering an alternative for problematic centralised storages [26].
The above objectives can be achieved and implemented with the help of decentralisation.
In this regard, one way to improve digital sovereignty is through self-sovereign apps. The
purpose of these digital revolutions is to eliminate the intermediaries (the third parties)
and to have only two entities, so that the one who has control over the data would be just
the individual himself (see also [23]), as is exemplified in blockchain systems, often with a
local user orientation.
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2.2. Blockchain Systems

Blockchain is a disruptive and often place-based usage and innovative technology, a
distributed ledger that, due to its properties, traceability, immutability and transparency,
ensures the trust between participants and revolutionises the interactions between them.
Like any other new technology, this is not enough. According to Meiklejohn [27] and
Kosba et al. [28], blockchain cannot guarantee transactional privacy. Another challenge is
related to scalability (see [29]). To increase the adoption rate of blockchain technology, the
concept of DApps (decentralised applications) was implemented to make the applications
more “transparent, distributed and flexible” [30]. To achieve more control over our own
data and to avoid trading with our personal information, decentralisation and DApps
represent viable solutions. The DApps are working on a blockchain through smart contracts.
It is a great advantage that smart contracts cannot be altered. Data and codes are kept
securely, but in terms of the most relevant property, this part of the modification of the
anchored data raises the issue of data privacy [31]. Other challenges are related to the
possibility of scaling these DApps and solving the network congestion problem. Given that
DApps have their own challenges, the mass adoption of these decentralised applications
will be difficult.

Self-sovereign apps (SSApps) propose solutions to the challenging code execution of
DApps, reduce the costs of infrastructure and the level of complexity regarding consensus
algorithms and deal with sensitive data [32]. All information is stored off-chain; instead, it
is notarised and anchored in the blockchain and does not load as much blockchain. The
fundamental role of SSApps is to assure the entire control of the personal data to the user.

The idea of decentralisation can be hard to assimilate, especially for individuals who
are not from this space (used with blockchain technology). Decentralisation [33] refers to the
distribution of control and decision making across a network of nodes or participants rather
than relying on a single central authority to manage the process. DApps (see also [34]
can provide a solution to enable complete owner control over data. DApps are open
source (transparency), more secure and more resistant to cyberattacks than centralised
applications. Additionally, privacy is more protected in DApps compared to centralised
ones. The development of DApps requires many resources, and most of the time, the
additional cost is supported by the users or companies that use that DApp. In addition
to this issue, regardless of encryption/anonymisation strategies being enforced on the on-
chain data, the utilisation of data is possible through the correlation of data [35]. Therefore,
according to these issues, the adoption of DApps by the masses, at a large scale, will be
difficult to achieve.

As we mentioned in the previous paragraphs, the concept of self-sovereignty can be
implemented in various applications where the users (regular users or companies) have
control of the data and enjoy other advantages. Compared with DApps, the concept of
SSApps is different because SSApps are “light” in the sense that, because of their operation,
they do not load very much the “blockchain”, while in principle, every SSApp can have its
own “blockchain”. The SSApps are agnostic and have the same properties as data-sharing
units (DSUs) [36] in the sense that a DSU can contain any type of code (e.g., HTML, CSS,
JS) required to launch and run an application in a browser and view like any other web
application or even in another environment capable of executing the application code
loaded from the DSU and displaying any output. Compared with DApps (see, e.g., [34],
one can use just Solidity and no other language programming. For example, DApps’ smart
contracts cannot be modified/edited and can only be updated with another smart contract
that contains the old smart contract. Another advantage is that SSApps can be shared with
more users, while any update or modification can be seen in real time (e.g., Google Docs).
With the key, the owner holds total control of application data which are cryptographically
managed [36]. Additionally, in this case, spatial user networks—often at a local scale—may
be very important.
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3. Digital Trust Ecosystems and Decentralised Brands

The concept of “Digital Trust Ecosystems” (DTEs) is used to create new governance
models for economic and social activities taking place between big corporations or even
between companies and individuals using digital technologies [23]. Despite their global
scope, they are often based on local or regional constellations of users. A digital ecosystem
can be defined as a dynamic, interconnected network where the participants (stakeholders,
customers, employees, individuals) interact with each other, in this case digitally, to create
value for all entities that are part of the network concerned. A digital ecosystem is more
than a conventional ecosystem. Over time, many have come to believe that changes in tech-
nology have always been an important component in the progress of human societies [37].
Therefore, progress is associated with the keyword around which everything revolves, viz.,
“trust”. Trust can be described as the conviction or confidence in the honesty, competence or
moral character of an entity. The trustworthiness of an entity refers to the degree to which
it merits trust based on its reliability, credibility and consistency [38]. The concept of “trust”
is subjective and amplified over a period of time; it refers to the level of confidence given
by the participants of a virtual or physical network in the organisation’s ability to maintain
technology resources and information assets in a way that ensures privacy, integrity and
security for them.

A digital trust ecosystem is a digital environment based on a multitude of connections
created between the stakeholders, parties and entities, where the trust they give is the basis
of the links created between them to meet their needs or objectives in a specific context,
while there are no intermediaries and where the trust relationships are interconnected and
work under a digital governance framework. Since 2005, the internet has exposed us to
growing dangers (proliferating episodes of theft and deception) that will cumulatively
erode public trust in the Internet [39]. For example, a recent survey found that over half
of Americans do not use a product or service due to concerns about their privacy [40].
In this sense, it is challenging to propose the specific concept of DTE as a solution to
actual people’s needs and their concerns. This implies that a transparent and well-defined
governance model for the ecosystem is necessary [41–44]. Additionally, to further highlight
the direction in which a new DTE system may be heading, according to a study by Forrester
Research, by the end of 2022, around 58% of US sales will be partially or entirely carried
out in a digital ecosystem [45].

One of the first attempted governance revolutions emerged through the concept of
DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organisation). A DAO is a “virtual” organisation where
the governance of human society is conducted without intermediaries in order to obtain
“objective” and “fair” governance which operates with “smart contracts” technologies
based on the idea that “code is the law” and that everything that happens is “on-chain”
(e.g., Dtravel DAO) [23]. According to [46], numerous identity providers generate revenue
by gathering behavioural data from their users, which they utilise to create advanced sys-
tems for analysing and predicting user behaviour. Therefore, the purpose of the concept of
DAO was to replace the intermediaries in social and economic interactions, but scientifically
this is just the incipient form of a “Decentralised Brand”. Clearly, the role of institutions as
a support mechanism is important in this context.

To better understand DTEs, we first interpret the concept of a “Decentralised Brand”,
which normally has both an organisational and geographic feature. Any form of human
organisation has two types of important characteristics: it has a pattern of functioning
and a name that is associated with its identity and its own “personality” that reflects the
characteristics resulting from its pattern of functioning [23]. These two characteristics may
be assimilated as a “community brand”. Compared to traditional brands, community
brands provide some unique and valuable benefits to consumers [47]. The functioning
pattern is the social technology (political and economic governance) that is copied and
modified by each community individually [23]. It might be functional for people to
organise themselves into small “villages” that we could call “Smart Villages” to represent
their interests.
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It is noteworthy that after more than two centuries, the idea of limiting the power of
states over citizens, promoted by Adam Smith’s seminal book “The Wealth of Nations”
(1776), can be revisited with the help of the concept of a “Digitalised Brand”, where the
idea of “liveable cities” seeks to imagine cities as environments that facilitate the free
collaboration between communities that respect the principle of “membership as stake”,
which we call “Smart Villages”. Moreover, this type of organising the governance of cities
will have the benefits of a significant common property (cooperative or shareholding)
with an economic and social safety net which has the possibility to be represented by
dedicated people that have a tangible common interest with the people they represent.
Clearly, the direct solutions to immediate current problems include crowdfunding, with
DTEs as alternatives to the big corporations that build an economy that may weaken civil
liberties and democracy [23].

The concept of a “decentralised brand” might be implemented and used more trans-
parently with the help of digital sovereignty. On the other hand, the future challenge is to
not consider digital sovereignty as an aim itself, but to create the procedural scenery for a
digital trust ecosystem with democratised digital sovereignty [48]. Therefore, decentralised
brands serve to ensure at least both security and transparency. Usually, structured forms
of social organisations are created to benefit only those who run it, in ways that are not
necessarily transparent to “members”, though they generally lead to instability (or even
the destruction of that social entity), but also to progress (as a side effect of the arms race to
achieve fairer relationships and better benefits).

The heading to DTEs is clear, but their establishment faces a number of problems,
such as “a natural tendency toward centralisation” because the majority of actors within
the ecosystem have the culture, experience and habit of classical centralised governance,
and it is natural that the existing experience will influence the process of establishing
the governance rules of the DTEs or “cultural and sometimes legal conflict with existing
internal policies in the organisations which form the ecosystem” [23]. Of course, there are
many other problems that make the creation and adoption of DTEs harder, but there are
also many new opportunities. In this sense, by way of example, one of the most visible
emerging DTEs is PharmaLedger [49] which is creating a blockchain platform and a shared
governance body for numerous use cases in the pharma industry [23]. This will be used as
an example later on in this study.

Clearly, DTEs are facing various non-technological challenges, in particular: owner-
ship and access of data, autonomy and decentralisation, consistency and interoperability,
security and confidentiality, and freedom and surveillance. These issues will be touched
upon in the remaining part of this paper, with reference to new digital developments in
urban healthcare and the pharma industry.

4. Self-Sovereign Data Platforms and Urban Healthcare: Practical Example
4.1. Digital Advances in the Healthcare Sector

In recent years, our world has been confronted with the global COVID-19 pandemic;
cities are increasingly the spearheads of concern regarding human health. During this
time, several decision and policy issues were frequently related to materials distribution
and its transportation time. The solutions were represented by emerging new opportuni-
ties. For example, drones are a promising technology and represent a solution to combat
public health emergencies [50]. Drones, called unmanned aerial systems (UAS), can be
implemented in various scenarios [51]. Through the help of artificial intelligence, machine
learning and other techniques, drones can perform independent actions and operations.
In addition, they can be a substitute for transportation in areas where road access is non-
existent [52]. In this context, augmented reality (AR) is, according to Azuma (1997) [53],
defined as “the concept of digitally superimposing virtual objects on physical objects in
real space so that individuals can interact with both at the same time”. AR technology
is impacting cities to become [54] “smart, digital, and connected in various ways, includ-
ing disaster response, enabling medical services and navigation management”. Drones
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and AR technology may change cities in a way that will allow citizens to live in a safer
and cleaner environment. In support of these presented ideas, emerging tools such as
video surveillance [55] and parking management [56] can be seen as modern sustainable
solutions. Drones, AR and other technologies that use cloud computing enjoy a rising
interest in recent data-based research. These technologies represent challenges for cloud
computing regarding the collection, storage and sharing of data. Besides these, ensuring
data privacy is the new challenge for all these new technologies. According to Diaz et al.
(2016) [57], the adoption of cloud computing allows people to interact with data “in a
dynamic and efficient way”. We cannot exclude artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) concepts through cloud computing that will be more efficient, strategic,
secure and, most importantly, automatic. QoS, SLaS and FECA represent the future trends
in cloud computing [58].

4.2. Smart Cities and Healthcare

Smart cities [59–61] aim to connect the existing infrastructure (healthcare, education,
transport, cybersecurity challenges, etc.) in a way that provides high-quality living. Health-
care Industry advanced from 1.0 to 4.0 and has, over the years, revolutionised medicine [62].
For example, over the past decades, in Amsterdam [63], the concept of smart cities has
been introduced, improved and presented as a strategic solution to well-known urban
challenges. The goals of smart cities are to improve sustainability [64,65], security and
privacy [66]; comfort; urbanisation [67] and professional public services. Clearly, smart
cities are a generic concept describing that the urban space is characterised and governed
by digitally oriented services, such as advanced healthcare services or pharmaceutical
products, for instance.

The health sector represents an industry which is determinant in our lives. Healthcare
in smart cities plays a significant role, and the quality of care may increase due to the
emerging evolution in technological innovation. A healthcare ecosystem assembly of smart
cities, at a micro or macro level, contains interactions between citizens, patients, doctors,
hospitals, research institutes, etc. According to King (2017) [68], the purpose of healthcare
services is to provide greater interconnectivity which has “significant benefits to patients,
physicians, payers and drug developers”. In the centre of these connections, the common
and representative points are assigned to the “raw materials” of the healthcare sector,
i.e., data. It is evident that such data often have a territorial usage dimension. The increase
in electronic patient records and collection, generating more and more data, leads the
healthcare sector to the concept of “big data”, a term that describes that the data “is large
and unmanageable” [69], and like in any other sector, this has its benefits and challenges.

4.3. Challenges and Bottlenecks in Healthcare in Smart Platform Cities

Patients are expected to receive the best and most accurate advice about and treatment
of their health problems. Topol (2019) [70] noticed that “we are able to digitise and quantify
almost every aspect of the human body”. It is not enough to just collect and record these
data. The volume, speed and variety of health data make healthcare workers and patients
face challenges in managing, sharing and accessing health records in a way that ensures
privacy, security and confidentiality. In addition, at the moment of recording data, there
are still healthcare services offered that interfere with a provider, a third party. Clearly, the
healthcare industry needs to maintain patients’ trust.

Depending on the country, there are different initiatives that offer support in under-
standing the regulatory changes and challenges that new healthcare products involve in
the development process for easy procurement and adoption. In the UK, for example, the
“Code of practice for digital and data—driven health technologies” (updated 19 January
2021) was created to help developers follow the regulation of good practice that should
be incorporated to ensure the trust encompassing ethical codes, usability and accessibility,
technical assurance, clinical safety, data protection, data transparency, cybersecurity and
interoperability [71].
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Patients and healthcare professionals are confronted with the difficulty of securely
accessing, managing, integrating and exchanging health records [72,73]. Privacy and
security are the main limitations in implementing digital healthcare record solutions within
the public sector [74], followed by the constraints presented by the three concepts known
as the main characteristics of big data: volume, speed and variety (see Figure 2). From an
administrative point of view, the major challenges faced in the healthcare sector are limited
staff, poor infrastructure and limited hospital beds in urban agglomerations.
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In developing a performant centralised platform that improves citizens’ interaction, it
is pertinent to consider the ownership and control of data and not affecting privacy and
confidentiality regulations. This is complicated in the case of centralised platforms dealing
with data from multiple actors. When considering digital urban healthcare solutions,
personal data need special attention. Tan [75] refers to this complication and presents a
study on legal perspectives on the requirements and their challenges in adoption from two
points of view on sovereignty: data sovereignty and digital sovereignty. In this context,
the awareness of the importance of data and their privacy [76–78] over digital platforms
prompts a transition from centralised toward decentralised solutions where people are in
control of their own data. Cities tend to become both data-user and producer communities.

4.4. Decentralised Solutions and Blockchain Systems in Urban Healthcare

The acquisition of appropriate information and access services in different sectors of
a digital society may be facilitated through internet platforms. Creating a digital identity
on different platforms is common nowadays, but it is not enough to ensure security in
accessing the data. This initial step of creating a digital identity should be followed by safe
verification and validation processes, which may face many issues and constraints when
they are dependent only on one entity, system or source that is trusted to authenticate,
verify or provide access to certain information or resources, which could be corrupted and
easily attacked, in both physical and digital identities.

One of the most immediate solutions to these problems was demonstrated to be de-
centralised identities (DIDs) [79], which have lately been created to manage the separation
between identities from centralised database registries, entities and services that offer
authentication and authorisation services to verify a person’s identity and grant access
to specific resources or information and certificate authorities, as the name suggests (See
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Figure 2). Based on ten principles [80] with the user at their core, the Self-Sovereign Identity
(SSI) model addresses the challenges of digital identities, for which preliminary models,
prototypes and demonstrations that are designed to test and validate their feasibility, viabil-
ity and potential benefits are ongoing and under continuous processes; designing, building,
testing and improving. The model is still being actively worked on and developed, and
updates and new features are added regularly.

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) [81] supports the automatic creation of digital
identities and their associated decentralised and immutable registry. Similar to the way in
which physical credentials are tied to identities, verifiable credentials (VC) [82] are bound
with digital identities in web environments [83], where it is more challenging to verify
and validate the information since digital arrangements are more quickly falsified than
their physical and biological correspondents. In this sense, to create trust in a trustless
environment, VCs must be secured from a cryptographic point of view, consider privacy
and be machine verifiable [82]. Complementary mechanisms may be instrumental to create
trust in a digital environment, often in an urban context (see Figure 2).

Owing to its inherent properties and manifold advantages, blockchain technology
emerged as a pivotal and transformative solution in shaping the trajectory of the healthcare
sector’s progression [84]. Blockchain technology facilitates the trustworthy and optimal
exchange of vital medical data among diverse healthcare organisations, fostering height-
ened synergy, streamlined operations and superior patient results. This technology already
has various applications in the healthcare sector [85]. For example, MedRec [86] is a health-
care decentralised app that empowers patients with control over their medical records
via blockchain. Providers securely access and update records, ensuring data integrity
and privacy through smart contracts. Patients grant permissions, fostering transparency,
collaboration and data protection. In addition to MedRec, other notable decentralised ap-
plications in healthcare are MedBlock, MedClick and Coral Health [87]. MedBlock utilises
blockchain for secure medical record storage, ensuring data integrity and privacy. Addition-
ally, MedClick leverages blockchain for real-time data access, improving communication
and streamlining workflows, and Coral Health revolutionises health data management,
safeguarding the privacy and empowering individuals with control over their information.
Therefore, through the strategic utilisation of blockchain technology, these decentralised
applications enact a paradigm shift in the storage, accessibility and sharing of healthcare
data. This approach engenders substantial breakthroughs and enhancements within the
industry, culminating in remarkable advancements and improvements.

5. Illustration of Open Data-Sharing Units (DSUs) and PharmaLedger
5.1. OpenDSUs

In this section, we will illustrate the potential of decentralised digital solutions based
on DTEs by means of recently developed tools that were developed and tested in the
context of the PharmaLedger consortium [49]. To create a DTE, the PharmaLedger consor-
tium partners examined and proposed solutions for specific use cases developed in the
PharmaLedger research project aiming to avoid confidentiality concerns among potential
users. The main challenge was building trust in a trustless digital environment without
uncovering information (or only quasi-zero information) regarding the identities of the
interacting users and entities. To solve some of the most challenging pharma blockchain
business use cases—such as electronic leaflets, medicine anticounterfeit, supply chain,
finished good traceability and clinical trial management (from recruitment and consenting
to participate in personalised medicines)—the PharmaLedger group decided to adopt the
OpenDSU technology [36] infrastructure (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Open DSU methodologies for ensuring confidentiality.

OpenDSU Supported Methodologies Added Confidentiality Value

Cryptographically validated code Enhances security by assigning responsibility and verifying the authenticity and
integrity of code through digital signatures, ensuring it has not been tampered with
and clarifying accountability in multi-party development scenarios

Zero-access blockchain anchoring Minimises on-chain data storage by storing encrypted anchors and metadata on the
blockchain while keeping the actual data inaccessible to anyone other than the owner

Symmetric encryption Safeguards sensitive data, storing encrypted bricks with unique keys on servers to
prevent unauthorised access and correlation and ensuring confidential communication
between wallets

Multiple blockchain domains Facilitates domain-specific storage and access of data, thereby reducing the risk of
metadata correlation attacks

Decentralised gateway architecture Ensures robust security and privacy by leveraging a distributed network of nodes for
data storage and access, minimising single points of failure and enhancing protection
against data breaches

Plunginisable DID methods Offers flexibility by supporting various DID methods and actor identification methods

Validation strategies Offers flexibility to balance confidentiality and audibility and tailors the management
of decentralised data to specific needs

OpenDSU cryptographic methods OpenDSU’s extensibility allows for easy customisation and adaptation to new
cryptographic techniques, achieved through anchoring code signatures in a ledger,
ensuring auditability, security and a seamless transition to stronger
confidentiality measures

To create the desired confidentiality and privacy awareness, an OpenDSU technology
(see Table 1) was designed based on a variety of combined methodologies.

5.1.1. Cryptographically Validated Codes—A Code Signing Avoids the Associated Risks of
Security Models Based Only on Data Encryption

Signing the code can help unambiguously assign responsibility for the code. Code
signing is a process where a digital signature is added to a piece of code to verify its
authenticity and integrity. This signature confirms that the code has not been tampered
with since it was signed and that it was signed by the entity specified in the signature.

By signing the code, the signatory is making a statement that they are responsible
for the code and that it meets certain standards or requirements. This can be useful in
situations where multiple people or organisations are involved in developing a piece of
software, as it helps clarify who is responsible for which parts of the code.

However, it is important to note that code signing alone is not enough to ensure the
security or quality of code. It is just one tool that can be used as part of a larger software
development process. Other measures, such as code review, testing and documentation,
are also important for ensuring the quality and security of code.

While digital signatures and proper credential management can help improve the
accountability and responsibility of code suppliers, in the case of supply chain use case, for
example, attacks can be complex and involve multiple layers of suppliers and distributors.
In some cases, the initial attack may occur at an earlier stage in the supply chain and may
not be immediately apparent to the downstream suppliers and distributors. Additionally,
attackers may use sophisticated methods to cover their tracks and avoid detection. How-
ever, by implementing digital signatures and proper credential management, OpenDSU
can help ensure that code suppliers are held accountable for the code they provide, even if
they were themselves victims of a supply chain attack.

This can create a culture of responsibility and encourage businesses to adopt better
development methods and security practices. In general, it is important to have a com-
prehensive approach to managing the security and integrity of software supply chains.
This can involve a combination of measures, such as vetting suppliers and distributors,
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implementing security best practices, monitoring suspicious activity and having a plan
in place to respond to security incidents. Improving responsibility and accountability in
software supply chains through measures such as digital signatures and proper credential
management can have an indirect but positive effect on confidentiality.

By implementing these measures, businesses can ensure that the software they re-
ceive from their suppliers and distributors has not been tampered with or compromised.
This can protect against supply chain attacks that may compromise the confidentiality of
sensitive information.

Additionally, the culture of responsibility and accountability that these measures help
create can encourage businesses to adopt better security practices overall. This can include
measures such as data encryption, access controls and monitoring suspicious activity, which
can help further protect against confidentiality breaches.

While measures such as digital signatures and credential management may not directly
address confidentiality concerns, they can help create a more secure and responsible software
development and distribution ecosystem, which can indirectly improve confidentiality.

5.1.2. Zero-Access Blockchain Anchoring—To Minimise the On-Chain Data Storage to
Encrypted Anchors and Information to Other Blockchain Network Participants

The concept of zero-access blockchain anchoring entails storing encrypted data on a
blockchain in a manner that restricts access to all but the data owner. This technique relies
on cryptographic keys and digital signatures to ensure that the data can only be accessed
and modified by the authorised owner. The fundamental idea is to store an encrypted
version of the data as an anchor on the blockchain, accompanied by metadata describing the
data and the encryption key. The actual data are stored elsewhere, such as in a private data
storage system or an off-chain storage service. To access or modify the data, the data owner
utilises their private key to decrypt the information and carry out the necessary operations.

Implementing this technique allows for minimising the volume of data stored on the
blockchain, as only the encrypted anchors and metadata are stored. This can alleviate the
costs and scalability concerns associated with on-chain data storage. Moreover, since only
the data owner possesses access to the actual data, this technique significantly enhances the
privacy and security of the information, preventing exposure to other participants on the
blockchain network. This aspect holds particular significance when dealing with sensitive
or confidential data, such as personal or financial information. Zero-access blockchain
anchoring demonstrates promise as an approach to securely and efficiently store data on a
blockchain while concurrently reducing the amount of data requiring on-chain storage.

5.1.3. Symmetric Encrypted Messages

The PharmaLedger system stores all DSUs as symmetrically encrypted bricks on
servers. Each brick is protected by a unique key that is randomly generated to safeguard
the confidentiality of sensitive data. This technique prevents the unauthorised access and
correlation of data.

Symmetric encryption is also used to secure communication between OpenDSU wal-
lets. The exchange of encrypted messages between wallets is a crucial aspect of ensuring
the confidentiality of communication in the PharmaLedger system.

5.1.4. Multiple Blockchain Domains and Decentralised Gateway Architecture (DGA)

OpenDSU is designed to support multiple blockchain domains, which allows for data
to be stored and accessed in a way that is specific to each domain. This means that data can
be segregated by domain, which can help minimise metadata correlation attacks.

In addition, OpenDSU’s DGA (Decentralised Global Access) architecture is designed
to provide a high level of security and privacy. The architecture uses a distributed network
of nodes to store and access data, which helps prevent single points of failure and reduces
the risk of data breaches.
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By using OpenDSU’s DGA architecture to support multiple blockchain domains, data
can be stored and accessed in a way that minimises the risk of metadata correlation attacks.
This can help protect the privacy and security of sensitive data, while still allowing for
efficient and effective data management.

5.1.5. Pluginisable DID Methods and Validation Strategies

OpenDSU, which is an open-source library for decentralised data management, allows
the addition of various DID (decentralised identifier) methods, as well as other methods
for identifying actors, such as X.509 certificates, individuals or organisations. This provides
flexibility for developers to choose the appropriate method based on their specific use case
and requirements.

The validation strategies concept in OpenDSU allows developers to choose the appro-
priate level of compromise between confidentiality and audibility. This means that they
can balance the need for data privacy with the need for auditability and accountability.

In addition, OpenDSU allows the integration of code libraries that implement any
DID method. Different DID methods have different privacy characteristics, which provides
developers with the ability to choose the DID methods that ensure the right balance between
trust, audibility and privacy.

From this perspective, OpenDSU provides developers with a flexible and customisable
framework for managing decentralised data that can adapt to their specific use cases
and requirements.

5.1.6. OpenDSU Cryptographic Methods

OpenDSU is designed to be extensible, which means that it can be easily customised
and adapted to support new cryptographic techniques and technologies as they emerge.
This is achieved by anchoring code signatures in a ledger, which enables developers to
introduce new cryptographic techniques gradually over time.

By anchoring code signatures in a ledger, OpenDSU provides a tamper-evident record
of all changes to the codebase. This means that any changes made to the code can be
audited and verified, providing an additional layer of security and ensuring the integrity
of the system.

This approach enables the gradual introduction of new cryptographic techniques to
protect confidentiality. For instance, if a new cryptographic technique is developed that pro-
vides stronger confidentiality guarantees, developers can introduce it gradually by signing
new codes with the new technique and anchoring it in the ledger. This enables a smooth
transition to stronger cryptographic techniques without disrupting the existing system.

The extensibility of OpenDSU enables it to adapt to evolving security threats and stay
up to date with the latest cryptographic techniques and technologies.

Based on these benefits, confidentiality methods were further adapted in the selected
PharmaLedger use case toward special methods. In this sense, based on the uniqueness
and particularity of the use case, special methods were selected.

5.2. Special Methods in Selected PharmaLedger Use Case

Privacy issues and risks can be classified as “privacy issues”, “trade secrets issues”
and “legal issues”. Privacy issues involve the protection of the personal data of patients
(in particular). The problems related to the protection of “trade secrets” arise from the fact
that, due to the nature of the blockchain, the systems of the companies are connected and
could leak sensitive information about commercial activity. Problems of a “legal nature”
are due to non-compliance with the legal provisions or internal procedures of companies.

Decentralised identifiers (DIDs) are verifiable decentralised identities that are bound
to physical identities or human persons. It is strictly forbidden to attach any information
to the DID document itself, even a person’s public name or other identifiable information
such as email address. The DID correlation represents an important issue raised by the
user community. A reasonable solution is to use pairwise DIDs to assure a still-unique rela-
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tionship. As an illustration, a clinical site actor (using advanced randomisation techniques)
may issue an implemented anonymised DID, add verifiable credentials and present it to
the trial participant using the public DID of the trial participant, but without storing it in
the clinical site enclave. The trial participant uses the verifiable presentation to verify the
issued credential, validate it and create the anonymised DID. From this point on, during the
trial, the patient no longer uses their public DID for message exchange between themselves
and other actors (see Figure 3). Thus, all the actors using the trial participant data use
the anonymised DID, and even the clinical site will no longer know the public DID of
the patient.
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To avoid composition techniques that can converge to unique digital and identifiable
fingerprints, clinical sites should act carefully when working with the private data of
patients. Some privacy-by-design techniques have, in the meantime, been developed to
ensure anonymised personal information and to ensure that anonymised health data trial
sponsors (e.g., pharma companies) are able to work with vast amounts of data.

Here, we provide here a simple illustration. In Figure 4, we present how the patient
information is split into multiple DSUs and the HCP enclave. Furthermore, when health
data records should also be written by a different actor (e.g., an IoT adapter), a new DSU is
added and mounted in the patient’s DSU to achieve the granularity of data access so that
the privacy-by-design mechanism is fully functional.

The IoT adapter may be integrated as an intermediate tool able to communicate and
exchange information between actors and external systems. Additionally, the adapter
has the function of storing the data locally, accessing and communicating with external
databases (e.g., clinical databases) and creating the DSUs to share information with the
actors. The IoT adapter receives data from the IoT devices, transforms IoT device data
into a globally accepted medical form and then stores it in a hospital database to expose
various stakeholders through secure application programming interfaces (APIs), which
comprises a set of defined rules that explain how computers or applications communicate
with one another.
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The transformed data are stored in the clinical database, far-chain data storage. Fur-
thermore, the IoT adapter helps expose different APIs to external actors by securely utilising
the patients’ consent. In addition, the IoT adapter stores the trial participant data in the
clinical database as observations. The observation process starts after the clinical site as-
signs a device to a trial participant. In addition, before device assignment, a device must be
registered in the IoT adapter. Finally, the researcher can create, update and delete evidence
stored in the clinical database.

Furthermore, the IoT adapter shares patient data by creating DSUs locally in the
IoT adapter wallet (the owner and the source of trust of the IoT adapter wallet is the
hospital) and by sharing patient observations with the clinical site, patient, researcher and
sponsor. In addition, the IoT adapter manages the DSU keys and device assignments to the
trial participant. Finally, the IoT adapter initiates the data matchmaking process to find
candidates for trial participants to share data. The permission process for using such data
is complicated and follows predefined rules.

5.3. A Design Perspective

In the PharmaLedger approach, the researcher generates a study from the relevant
SSApp and requests a specific type of data (e.g., SPO2). This request is delivered to the
IoT adapter, which acts as an intermediate step to facilitate communication between all
actors (clinical site, sponsor, researcher and trial participants). The IoT adapter executes
another algorithm called “Data Matchmaking” which searches for the data requested and
generates potential matches. Each match stores the patient’s information, such as their DID
and patient number and the device’s ID with the available data. The trial participant has
a profile with personal settings. If they are allowed to receive invitations to participate
in studies and share their data, then the following actions are undertaken. If not, there is
no continuation of this algorithm. The matches are sent to each patient candidate found
during the previous process. The patient can now see this request as a pending study in
the studies menu on their application. The patient can choose to accept or reject sharing
the data. In case of acceptance, the patient informs the IoT adapter that they consent to
sharing. The IoT adapter reports to the researcher that a new participant has been added to
the study. The study object is updated with an array of patients currently sharing data. In
any case, the patient can stop sharing/donating data, and the permission is immediately
removed from the researcher’s study. It is important to note that the data are generated,
anonymised and sent to the researcher’ SSApp only when the study is completed.
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The OpenDSU architecture is designed around the concept of signed code and data
stored in data-sharing units (DSUs), which provides a secure foundation for integrating
new privacy techniques. This is because the signed code and data in DSUs are tamper
evident, meaning that any unauthorised modifications to the code or data can be detected.
This tamper-evident architecture provides a high degree of confidence that the data stored
in the DSUs is accurate, reliable and secure. As a result, it encourages the further integra-
tion of new privacy techniques that can enhance the security and privacy of the system.
Furthermore, the modular architecture of OpenDSU allows for the easy integration of
new privacy techniques and technologies as they emerge. This means that the system can
evolve over time to support new privacy-enhancing techniques without requiring major
re-architecting or redesign. Overall, the use of signed code and data in DSUs provides a
strong foundation for integrating new privacy techniques into the OpenDSU architecture,
which, in turn, promotes the continued evolution and enhancement in the system’s privacy
and security capabilities. These methods, supported by the OpenDSU architecture, allow
the construction of new solutions for confidentiality and privacy issues in a way to create
the benefits needed for specific application environments. If the environment is stable
and if the actors and the way information is shared between actors are known, one can
analyse the issues and risks of attacks on confidentiality and privacy and develop and
adopt proper solutions.

The OpenDSU approach is based on the idea that a single blockchain technology or
deployment cannot cover all use cases of an industry efficiently or cost-effectively.

Attempting to use a single blockchain technology or deployment to cover all use cases
would require a significant amount of resources and would likely result in a complex,
inflexible and difficult-to-manage system. This is because different use cases have different
requirements and may require different blockchain technologies or deployment models.

The OpenDSU approach recognises this and provides a modular, extensible and
flexible architecture that allows for the integration of different blockchain technologies and
deployment models as needed. This approach enables developers to choose the appropriate
blockchain technology or deployment model for each use case, resulting in a more efficient
and cost-effective system.

Overall, the OpenDSU concept recognises the limitations of attempting to use a single
blockchain technology or deployment to cover all use cases and provides a more flexible
and adaptable approach that can better meet the needs of different use cases and industries.

OpenDSU provides a unified architecture that enables the reuse of code where possible
but does not fix the blockchain technologies or deployment patterns that can be employed.
This allows OpenDSU to be implemented in different ledgers with tailored capabilities,
depending on the specific use case and requirements.

Moreover, the flexibility of the OpenDSU approach enables it to be deployed in
different ways, which is particularly important to ensure the privacy and security of
sensitive data. Even with the most advanced privacy-preserving technology available, it
may not always be necessary or desirable to share data, anchors, zero-knowledge proofs or
anonymised transactions if there is no real business or technical requirement for sharing.
Therefore, the main aim of the OpenDSU approach is to facilitate secure and auditable
data sharing while preserving privacy to the best extent possible in the context of the
sharing economy or platform cities. The OpenDSU concept aims to solve coordination and
confidentiality issues in off-chain and near-chain storage.

In most cases, the DSU-anchoring model [89–92] of OpenDSU can avoid or mitigate
the need to reveal any type of data to the entities which generate or provide the software;
the OpenDSU approach shifts the computation off-chain to wallets or agents controlled by
participants, rather than utility providers. While OpenDSU’s validation at the anchoring
level may not be sufficient, as it can be susceptible to spamming attacks where an attacker
creates multiple versions of DSUs to block business processes. Such attacks are usually
noticed quickly in practice. It goes without saying that smart DSU solutions in various
industrial sectors (such as the pharma-medical sector) need the seedbed conditions of
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platform cities: DSUs do not operate in isolation. Our experiments with this approach have
shown that this proof of concept is very promising.

6. Concluding Remarks

Digital technology is often seen as a spearhead technology in the domain of the
emerging Industry 4.0. The handling and coordination of an abundance of data in both
the private and public sector have become a major challenge for both the research and
policy communities. Smart platforms are increasingly becoming the vehicles for a sharing
economy based on the design of efficient information gathering and exchange among
multiple actors. This megatrend has induced the development of a great variety of many
new products and services in the urbanised world, as is witnessed by a wealth of new
novel e-services, including supporting digital network constellations such as intelligent
platforms. A novel recent development is the rising popularity of blockchain systems and
self-sovereign trust systems. Thus, urban density and proximity provide a stimulus for a
new generation of advanced digital services. This trend is documented and illustrated in
our study on the basis of advanced digital platforms in the healthcare sector.

In many cases, the information processing challenges have a geographical connotation,
as is witnessed in recent advances in geoscience, geodesign, spatial dashboards, digital
twins, etc. A particularly important sector where the exchange of geographically bound
information is often critical is the pharmaceutical and medical sector, given the need for up-
to-date information on patients, medical treatments, pharmaceutical products, etc. In light
of the privacy-sensitive nature of medical information, the design of information-sharing
mechanisms calls for a systematic and comprehensive digital data architecture, which was
sketched out in the present study. The various steps and the lessons from a proof-of-concept
experiment based on the PharmaLedger project are described in this paper.

The medical–pharmaceutical sector is one of the most prominent and advanced sectors
faced with strict privacy and confidentiality requirements; hence, it is a promising sector for
a proof-of-concept design of digital data access technology. In many cases, the spatial action
radius of patients and their treatment is limited to the urban or regional scale, so spatial
platforms (e.g., in the form of platform cities) provide a natural focus for an advanced and
digitally driven data exchange architecture.

OpenDSU is a technology that supports the future development of sharing securely
private and confidential data. Given that OpenDSU relies on the concept of signed codes and
signed data housed within data-sharing units (DSUs), it appears conceivable that the architec-
ture of OpenDSU will facilitate the future incorporation of additional privacy methodologies.

OpenDSU was validated and adopted in our paper for various business use cases in
the pharma ecosystem and is easily scalable to different industries. The spectrum of use
cases selected for the PharmaLedger project proved the general applicability of OpenDSU
technology in different industries and scenarios.

Individual solutions for different business use case implementations are relatively easy
to implement, given the actual development of data libraries with new features regarding
confidentiality methods. These methods, supported by the OpenDSU architecture, allow
for the construction of new endeavours for confidentiality and privacy to create the benefits
needed for specific application environments.

Additionally, it is worth noting that, in enterprise settings, there are instances where
the need for transparent auditability and the ability to censor and regulate an organisation’s
infrastructure may result in the utilisation of less stringent confidentiality measures. One of
the major insights acquired from the PharmaLedger project is that, when assessing matters
of confidentiality, it is crucial to maintain a balanced perspective, and all conflicting aspects
should be considered. The test experiments in the PharmaLedger project proved that, based
on the particularities of the selected use case, OpenDSU might support different special
methods to address data confidentiality issues.

Platform organisations (including smart cities) may become the foci of advanced
digital technology applications (as was demonstrated in our medical–pharmaceutical
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study), but they require a careful and actor-oriented consensual architecture, not only from
a data–technology perspective, but also from an institutional user perspective.
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